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Abstract 

The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has thus far caused a total of 

81,747 confirmed cases with 3,283 deaths in China, and more than 370,000 confirmed 

cases including over 16,000 deaths around the world by March 24, 2020. This issue 

has received extensive attention from the international community and has become a 

major public health priority. As the pandemic progresses, it is regrettable to know the 

healthcare workers, including anesthesiologists, being infected constantly. Therefore, 

we would like to share our firsthand practical experience and perspective in China, 

focusing on the personal protection of healthcare workers and the risk factors related 

to their infection, based on the different stages of the COVID-19 epidemic in China. 

Glossary of Terms 

WHO = World Health Organization 

COVID-19 = Coronavirus Disease 2019 

SARS-Cov-2 = Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 

SARS = Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

PHEIC = Public Health Emergency of International Concern 

ER = emergency room 

OR = operating room  ACCEPTED
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As of this writing, it has been two weeks since the World Health Organization (WHO) 

officially announced the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) as a pandemic. The 

COVID-19 has spread rapidly, as it took only 30 days to expand from Wuhan, Hubei 

Province to the rest area of Mainland China. The epidemic curve of onset of new cases 

in China peaked in January 24-26, 2020 and began to decline from February 11, 20201. 

By March 24, 2020, a total of 81,747 confirmed cases have been reported in China, 

with more than 370,000 confirmed cases, including over 16,000 deaths, reported in 190 

countries, areas or territories all over the world2. This pandemic has received 

widespread attention from the international community and has become a major public 

health priority that requires the collective efforts of people all around the world. Among 

the healthcare practitioners working against the COVID-19 pandemic, 

anesthesiologists are in a strategic position to assist their hospitals from a patient care 

perspective and through various leadership roles. 

An Overview of COVID-19 and the Roles of Healthcare Workers 

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus (Severe 

Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2, SARS-CoV-2)3. The outbreak started in 

December 2019, and then spread at an unprecedented rate throughout the world. The 

disease causes respiratory illness with symptoms including cough, fever, and in more 

severe cases, difficulty breathing. Though most people recover from the disease without 

needing special treatment, COVID-19 can be serious and even fatal. Older people, and 

people with co-existing medical conditions could be more vulnerable to becoming 

severely ill. The outbreak of COVID-19 could be particularly risky for healthcare 

workers because of their on-going professional exposure to the virus. Presently, 
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healthcare practitioners are the most valuable resource for every country to combat the 

disease, and we believe that healthcare workers need to be well protected first, 

especially anesthesiologists who play a vital role in emergency airway management, 

intensive care, and perioperative medicine. Here we review the different stages of 

COVID-19 development in China, focusing on the personal protection of healthcare 

workers and the risk factors related to their infection. 

The First Stage: Unknown Disease, Poorly Protected Healthcare Workers 

The initial cases of COVID-19 were identified from December 2019 to January 2020 

in Wuhan, China and were reported as “pneumonia of unknown etiology” when the 

disease was not yet officially named3. During that period of time, the public, as well as 

the healthcare workers, knew little about such a new virus. Though a few of doctors in 

Wuhan noticed that the pneumonia transmitted unusually rapidly, pointing out its 

similarities with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS, caused by Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus), unfortunately, they did not receive enough public 

attention.  

By January 22, 2020, 571 confirmed cases (375 from Hubei Province) were 

reported to the National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China covering 

25 provinces (autonomous regions and municipalities) of country, including 95 severe 

cases and 17 deaths (all from Hubei Province)4. Outside China, a total of 10 confirmed 

cases from 7 countries, areas or territories were reported5.  
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Due to the lack of understanding of this novel coronavirus and its highly contagious 

nature, at this stage, personal protection standards for medical workers were not 

established, and many healthcare workers with poor protection were infected and 

several even sacrificed their lives as a result. At this time, the infection rate ranged from 

3.5% to 29% among healthcare workers in different hospitals in the epicenter of Wuhan 

according to previous reports6,7, when the initial source of the novel coronavirus still 

remained unknown. However, more and more evidence supported that the virus spread 

from human-to-human and also across generations of cases3. Accordingly, WHO 

assessed the risk of this event to be very high in China5.  

On January 23, 2020, the central government of China imposed a lockdown in 

Wuhan City, and other cities in Hubei province thereafter, in an effort to quarantine the 

epicenter of the COVID-19 outbreak and to stop the virus from spreading further across 

the nation. This took place a week before WHO declared the outbreak a Public Health 

Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC)8. At this stage, the general population 

had lack awareness of the disease, with barely any personal protection, when the 

number of patients was increasing sharply, leading to the frequent infection of 

healthcare workers. 
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The Second Stage: Disease Gradually Recognized; Inadequately Protected 

Healthcare Workers Due to Lack of Supplies 

After the recognition of efficient human-to-human transmission of the disease, Wuhan 

went into lockdown as a critical step in national anti-epidemic effort. At this point, 

infection-control regulations were established; healthcare workers were extensively 

educated; and appropriate personal protective equipment was required. 

Correspondingly, different levels of precautions were set up according to the patient 

care settings and situations in hospitals.  

 However, the Wuhan lockdown took place right before the Chinese New Year’s 

Eve, which is the most important traditional Chinese holiday, with a 7-day long legal 

vacation. Particularly in the year of 2020, this vacation was extended to 14 days in order 

to keep citizens at home to reduce the risk of spreading the novel coronavirus. By 

extending the holiday, the downtime of factories was correspondingly extended, which 

resulted in significantly reduced production of personal protective equipment that failed 

to meet the clinical demands.  

During this period of time, the number of confirmed cases in China was still 

increasing rapidly. We were deeply distressed to see that by February 11, 2020, a total 

of 1,716 health care workers were confirmed with COVID-19, including five deaths1. 

When the vacation ended by February 13, 2020, the total confirmed cases surpassed 

50,000, with cases reported from all the 31 provinces (autonomous regions and 

municipalities) in China9. At this point, the disease was being gradually appreciated, 

and the importance of wearing personal protective equipment being realized, but this 

was still not enough. We knew that stronger measures were urgently needed to control 
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the spread of the epidemic and to better protect medical workers when they provide 

medical services for the rapidly increasing patients. 

The Third Stage: The Severity of the Disease Acknowledged; Fully Protected 

Healthcare Workers 

With confirmed cases doubling every 4 days, China launched house-to-house visits in 

Wuhan on February 7, 2020, making every effort to hospitalize every confirmed patient. 

For this purpose, two brand new emergency specialty field hospitals, Huoshenshan and 

Leishenshan, specialized for COVID-19 patients, had been built within 10 days, 

accommodating 2,600 beds in total. These field hospitals began to receive patients on 

February 2 and 8, 2020. To meet the need of the dramatically increased patients, 16 

exhibition centers and stadiums in Wuhan were transformed into makeshift hospitals 

successively, with a total capacity of more than 10,000 beds, focusing on treating mild 

cases of COVID-19 patients. On average, every 1 in 4 confirmed cases in Wuhan were 

treated in these makeshift hospitals.  

At the same time, hundreds medical teams from all over China arrived in Wuhan 

and other cities in Hubei Province to manage COVID-19 alongside local medical staff 

on the frontline. In total, more than 42,600 healthcare workers, including 790 

anesthesiologists, from different regions of the country made up 346 medical teams that 

shifted and joined the frontline. 
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The National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China and the 

professional committees of the Chinese Medical Association have also quickly 

established corresponding standards, guidelines and recommendations in this 

unprecedented period to better inform and guide the healthcare workers.  

For example, the Joint Task Force of the Chinese Society of Anesthesiology and 

the Chinese Association of Anesthesiologists established their recommendations 

regarding the perioperative management of patients infected with the novel 

coronavirus, emphasizing the importance of appropriate personal protection for 

healthcare workers10. The highest level of precaution, so called “full precaution,” is 

mandatory for high-risk exposure, a disposable surgical cap, test-fit N95 masks or 

respirators, gloves, goggles or face shield, gown and fluid-resistant shoe covers. We 

would like to point out that the key element of full precaution is the complete coverage 

of the head and facial skin, which does not necessarily mean a conjoined hood or even 

powered air-purifying respirator system as previously reported11. Based on our 

experience, a surgical mask in addition to the N95 mask to cover the remaining bare 

skin on face, together with goggles and face shield, have worked well (Figure 1).  

It was also gratifying to see that with the steady progress of resumption of work 

and production, the shortage of personal protective equipment was then greatly 

relieved. Every healthcare worker caring for COVID-19 patients was able to be 

adequately protected at this moment. 
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 With all these efforts, we are very grateful to see that the transmission of the 

novel coronavirus has been greatly controlled, and the number of new COVID-19 cases 

has significantly declined in China. No confirmed cases were reported in 10 provinces 

(autonomous regions and municipalities) by March 24, 2020, and the total number of 

confirmed new cases has decreased to less than 5,000 in China12.  

All the makeshift hospitals in Wuhan were closed by March 10, 2020, and more 

than one third of the medical staffs temporarily assisting in Hubei Province returned to 

their hometown after their mission in Hubei. It is reassuring that none of these 

healthcare workers were infected with the novel coronavirus through their providing 

medical care. Though up to now there is no data available showing the best way for 

protection, no healthcare workers became infected once appropriate personal protective 

equipment was employed. We believe that the right attitude may seem like a little thing, 

but it makes big difference. The strategies of consistently employing strong precaution 

have worked well and were also acceptable in such a battle. 

When most of the hospitals in China are fighting the COVID-19 epidemic, life still 

needs to go on. For healthcare practitioners in the majority of Chinese hospitals, many 

patients suffered from other diseases that required care. In this situation, appropriate 

clinical recommendations have been gradually established and become available in 

most hospitals to alleviate public anxiety. Accordingly, we have also set up our own 

standard precautions at Peking Union Medical College Hospital during COVID-19 

epidemic, hoping to help our staff members to use the proper personal precautions in 

different clinical settings, trying to reduce the consumption of disposable personal 

protective equipment in daily clinical practice (Figure 2). 
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Considerable clinical experience has been accumulated through the above three stages 

in the past two and half months. First, once a novel disease is discovered, it should 

receive enough attention at the earliest stage, to realize its characteristics and to 

formulate the corresponding countermeasures as soon as possible. Secondly, 

organizational arrangements and relevant support through the joint efforts of all 

stakeholders are vital in combating the epidemic. Thirdly, as medical professionals, 

especially as anesthesiologists, it is also important that the academic societies, 

associations, and scientific journals are supposed to play their professional leading role 

in this battle against COVID-19. Moreover, all individuals have their own responsibility 

to the public. We recommend that everyone maintain social distancing, make sure to 

practice hand hygiene, and wear a face mask in public, especially in crowded areas 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 The public and personal health situation in China has been very much improved 

at the writing of this article. However, the rest of the world is now experiencing a critical 

and extremely difficult time. We are sad to learn that there are nearly 5,000 healthcare 

workers infected in Italy and more than 3,000 medical staff infected in Spain. We pay 

the highest respect to every healthcare workers’ dedication in this war against the novel 

coronavirus. We appreciate having this opportunity to share our firsthand and practical 

experience with you all to win the anti-virus war finally, hoping sincerely that every 

healthcare worker can be well protected. Together, we are stronger. With the joint efforts 

from people all around the world, this pandemic will eventually be overcome. We look 

forward to this day. 
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Figure 1 Dr. Kaicheng Song with the precaution of personal protective equipment. Dr. 

Song is an attending anesthesiologist in Department of Anesthesiology, Peking Union 

Medical College Hospital (PUMCH), Beijing, China. He voluntarily joined the national 

medical team for Wuhan on February 7, 2020, since when he has worked in the 

intensive care unit of Zhongfaxincheng campus of Tongji Hospital affiliated to 

Huazhong University of Science and Technology. At of this writing, Dr. Song, together 

with 10 other anesthesiologists and operating room nurses from PUMCH, are still 

fighting COVID-19 at the frontlines in Wuhan. (Photograph by Dr. Kaicheng Song) 

Figure 2 Standardized precautions at Peking Union Medical College Hospital for 

anesthesiologists in different clinical settings 

1. Green cells: clean or relatively clean area (hospital public area, office, outpatient 

clinic, ward, etc.), or low-risk procedure; Yellow cells: possibly contaminated area or 

medium-risk procedure (Emergency room (ER), elective operations with febrile 

patients, etc.); Red cells: contaminated area or high-risk medical procedure (emergent 

intubation outside operating room (OR) , fever clinic, suspected or confirmed COVID-

19 cases, etc.). 

2. Hand hygiene is mandatory. 

3. The disposable protective materials and other medical wastes should be handled 

according to ER or ward regulations to avoid cross contamination. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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